Doing Art For a Hobby!
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3-19-2017
"Hello", this is I, Willie Palmer. This is my self made art book. "Doing Art For A Hobby!"

First of all let me give thanks to our Almighty God in heaven and the son Lord Jesus Christ. For this wonderful gifted talent to draw.

Let me also give thanks to Safe Streets Arts Foundation as the founder and Director Dennis Sabin. This program give me a chance to express my self and let the world see my interest as art is a hobby to me.

Just as well art is a hobby it can be a career to earn money for a living. I thank you very much for y'all support. If you have any comment you can always contact me on VA.DOC, Website, or contact at (Safe Streets Arts Foundation) WWW. Prisons Foundation. org

Thank you from: Willie Palmer
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A Business Woman.
This is Sexy Girl.
Still life Pose.
She got class.
(5)
Take my hand ✝

(6)
Praying Hands
(7)
This is Spring Rose Art in color.
Butterflies in the sky...
Holy Jesus

(usa)
This is logo art CosmicdillyFunk. Funk define characterized by self-expression, like earthly quality R&B, "Funky music","Funky Clothes!"

[11]
Cosmicdilly Funk define something out of this world. Like the future, something like the earthly style blues, R&B, and even Hip-Hop style and Fashion. Willie Palmer (12)
Cosmicdilly Funk illustration art
define poster art, clothesline, and more. © 2011, Willie Palmer
Illustrated Art Cosmicdillyfunk...
© 7-01. Willie Palmer
This is my illustration art define Funk got bass. "Cosmic dilly Funk"!
This is Fashion Art Cosmicdilly Funk Jacket, Hat, and T-shirt. ©7-01 Willie Palmer
This is Fashion Art
Cosmicdilly Funk
Sweat Gear. ©'70
Willie Palmer
Logo Jean
Cosmicdilly Funk.

Willie Palmer
© 7-01

Cosmicdilly Funk Fashion Shirt
© 7-01, Willie Palmer

Cosmicdilly Funk is self expression

"Cosmicdilly Funk" © 7-01

Illustration
Logo Art.
"Cosmicdilly Funk"

This is fashion art Cosmicdilly Funk.
This is cartoon and Fashion... 19
This is cartoon and fashion art Cosmicdilly-Funk. Characteristic by self-express.
Willie Palmer ©7-01.
"The Earthly Dog People"
These are the adult dog people
Character: The Pitbull couple
Tony and Sugar.
"The Earthly Adult Dog People"
Dobermanpinscher Dog People.
Willie Pee and Joyce Pee Dog's...

Willie Palmer

(22)
"The Earthly Adult Dog People"
The Rottweiler Dog People Couple.
Roc-Well and his Lady Big Mommy.

(23)
"The Earthly Adult Lion People"  
The Lion People "Leo" and "Lyon's"  
King of the Earthly Funk...  

(24)
"The Earthly Adult Beast People. The Earthly Funk Beast People... Kong and his girl Kimberly... (25)"
These are the cartoon Cosmicdilly Funk. They are also Knownmas The Earthly Dog People Character: The young Pittbull couple © 7-01. Willie Palmer (26)
The Earthly Dog Couple

Queen "D"

F-Black

These are the young dog couple.
Dobermanpinscher Dog People...

© 7-01 Willie Palmer
The Earthly Dog Couple

BigDog and Lady

These are the young dog couple. The Rottweiler Dog People..
The Earthly Lion Couple

Lil Cub and Princess

These are the young lion couple. The lion People...
King and Sue

These are the young beast People.
The Human Beast People...
These are the adult, "Aqua Fish People".
Ms. Nene and Mr. Neon as Angel Fish Human.
Willie Palmer © 7-01.

(31)
The adult Aqua Fish People, as Human Fish Gilly Monster, Mr. Monk and Ms. Money...
The adult Aqua Fish Human as the Octopuss couple, Ms. Mona and Octogon
The adult Aqua Fish human Dog Fish. Couple Ms. Cee and Mr. Mode.
The adult AquaFish couple as the Human Squid people Ms. Taffy and Torpedo.
These are the young Angel Fish as Nene and Neon.
The AquaFish human couple as the Clown Fish people.
The Human
Aqua
Fish
WetLot..
This is illustration art "Aqua Boogie Fish"
AquaDelic

Willie Palmer
© 3-2014

This is an illustration art. Aqua Delic

AquaDelic

(40)
From: Willie Palmer #1093631
To: Safe Streets Arts Foundation.

(Hello) This is I, Willie Palmer. I have enclosed a self made Artbook that I would please like to have display on the web-site for display. Soon I have a brother is on his way home in December of 2017. I have already talk to him about. Helping me to support me sell my art product at yall art shop in Washington D.C. and yall gallery. If you can or wish to write me back to let me know yall receive my Art Book. Then I thank you please I have people looking to look for my book on the website.

Willie Palmer #1093631 3-22-2017